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Dr. Dan Morgan, PhD

• Grew up in Portland, OR

• Pomona College in 
Claremont, California,       
BA 2002

• University of Washington in 
Seattle, Washington,         
PhD 2009

• Vanderbilt since 2009

• What I like to study:
• Landscapes and how 

they record how Earth 
has changed

• Field work in Antarctica, 
New Zealand, California, 
Peru, Nepal, Iceland, 
Italy
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• Associate Dean, College 
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• Principal Senior 
Lecturer, Earth & 
Environmental Sciences

• Former Faculty Head of 
Memorial House, 
Martha Rivers Ingram 
Commons
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Orland (PO), Frank Lyles (PO)

• Funding and support: NSF #1842542, 
#1445169, PLR-0838968 and PLR-
0838757, Vanderbilt University Summer 
Research Program, Vanderbilt Research 
Supervision Grant, PRIME Lab, UNAVCO, 
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Motivation: Antarctica is changing!
NASA’s GRACE mission

https://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/gravity-101/


DeConto and Pollard, 2016: “Antarctica has the potential to contribute
more than a metre of sea-level rise by 2100 and more than 15 metres by 2500”



1 meter sea level rise

http://geology.com/sea-level-rise/

http://geology.com/sea-level-rise/


Motivating questions for my research

• What geomorphic processes are active in these valleys? How 
quickly do they alter the landscape?

• How old are the glacial deposits in Antarctic Dry Valleys? What 
was the former extent of past glaciation?



Course Outline

• I. Geography, geology, 
and biology

• II. Discovery and early 
expeditions

• III. The “Golden Age” of 
Antarctic exploration

• IV. 20th century 
expeditions

• V. Antarctic governance

• VI. Modern science in 
Antarctica



Antarctica

• Coldest, 
iciest,     
driest,  
highest, 
windiest, 
brightest, 
loneliest, 
most peaceful, 
& least 
explored 
continent



Where is Antarctica?



Geography

• Antarctica is a 
continent

• Antarctica is a tectonic 
plate





Earth’s physical structure

• Crust - thin, solid, mostly 
light elements (e.g., 
aluminum, silicon), two 
types: continental and 
oceanic

• Mantle - viscoelastic
(deformable), composition 
like crust but enriched in 
heavy elements (e.g., iron, 
magnesium)

• Outer Core - liquid, mostly 
iron, other heavy elements

• Inner Core - solid, mostly 
iron, other heavy elements



How it works

• Heat from the core 
moves material through 
the lower mantle and 
asthenosphere in 
convection currents

• Lithospheric plates 
“float” on the 
asthenosphere and are 
moved by these currents

• https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dm
E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryrXAGY1dmE


Pangaea (or Pangea)







Types of plate boundaries

• Plates moving away from 
each other

→ Divergent margin

• Plates moving towards 
each other

→ Convergent margin

• Plates sliding past one 
another

→ Transform margin



Distribution of earthquakes



Distribution of volcanoes



Age of the seafloor

Blue = 
Old

Red = 
Young



Topographic map – colored for 
elevation (red = high, blue = low)









Geology
• Tectonically isolated

• Few volcanoes, 
earthquakes, or young 
mountains

• Central to recreating 
former supercontinents



Geology and climate

• Antarctica separated 
from South America 
~34 Million years ago 

• Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current largest wind-
driven current in world! 

• Heat has a hard time 
making it to the interior 
→ Antarctica is cold 
and icy



Zachos et al., 2001



Modern Climate

Warren and Town, 2011

• Average snowfall 17 cm/year 
of water equivalent

• Persistent surface winds

• Surface reflects ~80% of light



Annual temperature cycle at the 
south pole
http://www.usap.gov/videoclipsandmaps/mcmwebcam.cfm

Warren and Town, 2011

http://www.usap.gov/videoclipsandmaps/mcmwebcam.cfm


Topography

Bedmap2, 2013



Bedrock elevation

http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/antarctic-map.html

Bedmap2, 2013

Bedmap2, 2013

http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/antarctic-map.html


Ice thickness

Bedmap, 2000

Mean ice thickness 2,126 m
Bedmap2, 2013



What is an ice sheet? 



Ice Shelves - Glacier ice that flows 
into ocean

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/Wo
rldOfChange/larsenb.php

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/WorldOfChange/larsenb.php


Ice Sheet Schematic



Sea ice – ocean water that freezes



Subglacial Lakes



Global water budget



Volumes of ice

Ice ~Sea level equiv. (m) % of total

Antarctica ~58 90

(East Antarctica ~52)

(West Antarctica ~6)

Greenland ~6 9

Other glaciers ~0.3 <1

Permafrost ~1 <1
(Change in sea level from last glacial maximum ~120m)



Biology



What I’ve seen in Antarctica



Nematodes, tardigrades, & rotifers

• Microscopic life is 
abundant even in 
apparently barren 
landscapes

• Nematodes (similar to 
worms), tardigrades 
(water bears), and 
rotifers (wheel animals) 
are top of food chain in 
most inland ecosystems

• Depend on liquid water 
for activity, but survive 
for years when cold and 
dry



Most of Antarctica is covered in ice



A few parts are mostly dirt



Where nothing happens that fast



Thought Questions

• How old is 
Earth?

• When did land 
plants evolve?

• What did the 
surface of 
continents 
look like 
before this?



Oldest known 
rocks

Biggest 
Extinction

Significant 
amounts of
Oxygen in 
atmosphere

Grasses

First Bacteria

First 
Mammals 
and flowers

Triceratops

First 
(jawless) Fish

First Land 
Plants

Mass Extinction

Mass Extinction

Mass Extinction

Mass Extinction

“Lucy”

Homo 
sapiens

First Ants

First Ferns



Surfaces without vegetation



Questions


